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Abstract
Grid code requirements have become more demanding with the increasing penetration of renewable
power plants, as they are starting to be used for ensuring grid support. As a result, the power plant
control (PPC) of photovoltaic (PV) plants is a critical issue for ensuring the stability of these plants and
their appropriate grid integration. This Master’s thesis focuses on the implementation of a PPC algorithm
for an hybrid battery-PV power plant, including active power ramp rate limitation and battery state of
charge control. This algorithm is first tested in a simulation software using a dynamic plant model, and
then on a scaled microgrid emulation platform that emulates the behaviour of a PV plant.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Renewable energy sources, such as wind and photovoltaic (PV) power, have an increasing share in the
global energy mix. However, the high variability of the available power of these sources implies fast
active power fluctuations and can affect grid stability. In this context, the intermittency of renewables
has become a critical issue. The operators that manage electrical grids are imposing more and more
rules to these plants to ensure that the intermittency of renewables will not affect the stability of the
electricity transmission and distribution. As a result, wind and PV power plants have to develop Power
Plant Control (PPC) solutions to comply to the rules imposed by grid operators and to ensure proper
integration of these plants to the grid.
1.1 Objectives
The main objective of this work is to design a PPC solution for hybrid PV-battery power plants, that
allows to regulate the power sent by the plant to the grid. This PPC solution is developed under the form
of an algorithm that uses the variables measured on the power plant to calculate setpoints that are sent to
the the plant afterwards, and this routine is repeated periodically, for instance every second or every 0.2
second. This PPC algorithm is tested on a power plant model developed under Matlab-Simulink, and on
a scaled microgrid emulation platform.
1.2 Renewable energy sources in electricity production
1.2.1 Increasing penetration of renewables in the energy mix
As shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2, the share of renewable energy sources in electricity production and in
the final energy mix (not only electricity) has significantly increased over the past 10 years.
1.2.2 Basic facts about photovoltaics
Since this Master’s Thesis is focused on utility-scale PV plants, the aim of this paragraph is to recall the
basic knowledge to have about PV.
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Figure 1.1: Evolution of electricity production sources in the EU-28 between 2006 and 2015 [1].
PV is a technology that uses the properties of semiconductor materials to convert solar energy (i.e.
photons’ energy) into electrical energy. To carry out this conversion, various semiconductor materials
may be used. The most widely used are crystalline silicon (c-Si), amorphous silicon (a-Si), III-V mate-
rials as InGaP, InGaAs, CdTe, etc. Or more recently, organic materials, silicon nanowires (SiNWs) and
perovskites. Figure 1.3 sums up the different PV technologies and their respective record efficiencies
throughout the last 40 years.
PV consists of a direct conversion of solar energy into electricity, and should not be confused with
other applications of solar power, such as solar thermal energy (mainly used for domestic hot water), or
concentrated solar power (CSP), that aims to concentrate a large quantity of solar energy onto a small
area, in order to use this heat as a boiler for a classical power plant (Rankine cycle), or to store this heat
using molten salts.
The smallest device carrying out the solar energy/electrical energy conversion is called a solar cell,
and its typical dimension is 10 cm. The typical voltage at the terminals of a solar cell is ≈ 1 V. Solar
cells are then assembled in series, forming a structure called a PV module, which typically contains 36,
60 or 72 cells in series. A PV array is the structure obtained by assembling several PV modules. A
PV system is a complete grid-connected electrical system, that generates electricity from solar power.
It therefore includes a PV array, but also an inverter to convert the direct current produced by the array
into alternative current; a meter, fuses, possibly a battery to store small amounts of energy, and other
electrical components can also be involved in a PV system. The relationship between PV cells, modules,
arrays and systems is summed up in figure 1.4.
Every manufactured PV module has a nameplate peak DC power P0 (typically 150 – 200 Wp) that
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Figure 1.2: Evolution of the share of renewables in the gross final energy consumption, EU-28, 2004-
2015 [2].
equals the DC power that would be produced by the module if it was operating at standard test condi-
tions (STC), i.e. at a temperature of 25 ◦C and under a solar irradiance of 1000 W/m2, with a AM 1.5
solar spectrum. However, for grid-connected PV systems, the standard conditions are rarely met since
the irradiation is often lower than 1000 W/m2 (and equals 0 during the night), and the air mass can be
greater than 1.5 if the sky is cloudy. Therefore, at a given time, the DC power produced by a PV array is
most likely lower than its nameplate peak DC power. Moreover, the output AC power produced by the
PV system is always lower than the DC power produced by the array, since the DC to AC conversion
made by the inverter induces power losses: the typical efficiency of the inverter is ηinv = 0.9.
PV systems can be as small as a dozen of modules (domestic applications with a typical nameplate
DC power P0 = 1−5 kWp), but can also be much larger, assembled into PV power plants. The order of
magnitude of the nameplate power of a PV plant is 1−100 MWp. To the date of 2017, there are about
30 PV power plants in the World that have a nameplate power greater than 150 MWp, the biggest having
a nameplate power of 850 MWp (Longyangxia Dam Solar Park, China).
Since the beginning of the 21st century, photovoltaics (PV) has been one of the fastest-growing en-
ergy sources. Indeed, as shown in Figure 1.5, the worldwide installed PV capacity has risen from less
than 10 GWp in 2005 to 228 GWp in 2015. 51 GWp of PV power capacity have been installed worldwide
during the year 2015. [4]
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Figure 1.3: Record research-PV cell efficiencies throughout the years, showing the different PV tech-
nologies. Source: NREL.
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Figure 1.4: PV cell, module array, and system. [3]
Figure 1.5: Evolution of worldwide installed PV capacity, 2000-2015 [4].
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1.3 Grid support and grid codes requirements
The general structure of a generic power system is recalled in Figure 1.6. It consists of the following
elements:
• Large generation plants, including conventional plants (nuclear, coal, gas, hydro) but also renew-
able utility-scale plants (wind, PV);
• MV-HV transformers and HV transmission lines to transport the power produced by these plants
at high or very high voltages in order to minimize line power losses;
• Substations to support the grid;
• HV-MV and MV-LV transformers to step down the voltage for consumer distribution, as well as
MV and LV distribution lines;
• Distributed generation such as home-scale PV systems.
Figure 1.6: Power system structure [5].
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1.3.1 Grid codes
The critical issues in a power system are:
• to deliver a power matching the demand of the grid;
• to regulate the grid frequency (the intrisic relationship between these two first points will be spec-
ified below);
• and to control voltage in order to avoid voltage drops that would prevent from transmitting the
proper quantity of active power to the loads.
To achieve these goals, Transmission System Operators (TSOs) have set up grid codes that impose
technical requirements to the plants. Fulfilling these technical requirements allows the grid to be stable,
secure and reactive in case of any power event, frequency event or unexpected disconnection of a load/a
generation unit. This framework is called grid support.
1.3.2 Frequency regulation
Conventional (such as nuclear, coal or gas) power plants operate by transforming the fuel heat into
mechanical work, specifically under the form of the kinetic rotational energy of a turbine. This kinetic
energy is then use to produce electricity through the use of a synchronous machine (generator). The
rotational speed ω of the generator satisfies the following equation:
Jω
p
dω
dt
= Pm−Pe (1.1)
where:
• J is the inertia of the machine;
• p is the number of poles of the machine;
• Pe is the electrical power;
• Pm is the mechanical power provided by the turbine.
In steady state the synchronous machines providing power to the grid are rotating at the same fre-
quency than the grid nameplate frequency ( f = 50 Hz in most of the countries, f = 60 Hz in some others),
ω remains constant and as a consequence of equation 1.1, the mechanical power Pm exactly cancels out
the slow-down implied by the load electrical consumption Pe.
However, if the load increases (demand + losses > production), Pe will become greater than Pm and
as a consequence of equation 1.1 the rotational speed of the synchronous machines connected to the grid
will decrease, therefore decreasing the global frequency of the current delivered to the grid. For the grid
to retrieve its normal frequency, more power should be produced (or the load should be diminished, if
possible).
Conversely, if the load decreases (demand + losses < production), Pe will become smaller than Pm and
as a consequence of equation 1.1 the synchronous machines will start to accelerate, therefore increasing
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the global frequency of the current delivered to the grid. For the grid to retrieve its normal frequency,
less power should be produced, if possible.
All of the above can be summed in the following sentence: frequency is regulated with active power.
Grid codes typically define an active power setpoint as a function of frequency. The curves of the active
power setpoint as a function of the frequency, for several grid codes, are shown in Figure 1.7. Note that
the power setpoint for the normal frequency, denoted as P1, is lower than the available power Pavailable in
order to be able to increase the power in case of down-frequency event.
Figure 1.7: Active power setpoints for frequency regulation in several grid codes [6].
1.3.3 Voltage regulation
Similarly to frequency that can be regulated by injecting or absorbing active power, voltage can be
regulated by injecting or absorbing reactive power.
A low voltage fault-ride through (LVFRT) is the ability of a plant to stay connected to the grid during
an event of abnormally low voltage. Grid codes specify, for low-voltage faults, the minimum time during
which the plant must remain connected to provide grid support. These requirements are presented in
Figure 1.8 for several grid codes.
1.3.4 Active power regulation
As discussed above, the active power is used to regulate grid frequency. But the active power itself also
has to be regulated, following several criteria:
• Active power reserve (or delta constraint);
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Figure 1.8: Comparison of LVFRT requirements in several grid codes [6].
• Absolute active power setpoint (that is not necessarily equal to the total available power; if it is not
the case, the situation is called a power curtailment);
• Ramp rate limitation, which means that active power variations cannot exceed a fixed rate, for
instance 10% of the plant nameplate power per minute.
Figure 1.9 illustrates these constraints that can applied on active power.
For instance, for Hawaii’s grid code the ramp rate is evaluated by comparing the power delivered
to the grid at time t with the power delivered at time t− 5 s. For the grid code of Porto rico, there is a
recommendation of evaluating the ramp rate over time intervals of 2 seconds.
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Figure 1.9: Illustration of the various constraints on active power [6].
1.4 Necessity of a Power Plant Control solution
The increasing share of renewables in the energy mix (see paragraph 1.2.1) has lead TSOs to make
renewable plants participate in grid support (see section 1.3). As a result, grid code requirements have
become increasingly demanding with renewable sources power plants [7, 8, 9, 10]. To fulfill these
requirements, wind and PV plants must be provided with proper devices (e.g. FACTS devices, capacitor
banks) that should be managed by a power plant control (PPC) solution.
1.4.1 Principle of a power plant controller
A PPC solution relies on the following elements:
• regular measurements of the variables of the power plant (every second or even every 0.2 second);
• in certain cases, use of meteorological forecasts to anticipate changes of the plant variables (but it
will not be the case in this work);
• use of algorithms to calculate orders (synonym: setpoints) to be sent to the different devices of the
plant;
• communication infrastructure to receive the measurements and deliver the setpoints.
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1.4.2 State of the art
In [11], a PPC algorithm for large-scale PV plants is presented, tested on-site on a 9.4 MW PV plant
in Romania (Vanju-Mare PV plant) and validated. This controller relies on the use of devices such as
FACTS devices and capacitor banks to manage active and reactive power of the PV plant. However, this
controller does not take account of energy storage systems (ESS) such as batteries.
In [12], the PPC algorithm developed in [11] is improved to be used in a hybrid PV-ESS power plant.
This PPC solution proposes a direct ramp rate limitation, as opposed to other solutions in literature that
relates on traditional filtering or moving-average techniques. This thesis proposes a validation of this
PPC algorithm on a scaled platform that emulates a hybrid PV-battery power plant.
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Chapter 2
Plant model and control design
In this chapter, it is presented a PPC strategy in order to control the active power ramp rate limitations of
the hybrid PV-battery power plant. To do so, the battery is controlled so that it generates or absorbs the
lack/excess of energy production. In addition, a state of charge control is performed to ensure the battery
always has enough capacity to perform its operation. This PPC algorithm is, with minor changes, the
one presented in [12].
2.1 Hybrid PV/battery power plant model
2.1.1 Plant model
Figure 2.1 shows a general scheme of a hybrid battery/PV power plant with a Power Plant Controller
(PPC). Typically, three-winding transformers interconnect the PV arrays to the internal PV power plant
grid. The battery and its associated inverter are also connected to the plant internal grid by a transformer.
The internal grid is interconnected to the transmission grid through a MV/HV transformer. The grid
code requirements are set at the interconnection point with the HV grid, also called Point of Common
Coupling (PCC). Therefore, in the framework of the power plant control, the power that needs to be
controlled and to comply with the grid code requirements is the power at the PCC, noted Ppcc(t). For the
battery control, the battery power and its state of charge are measured at the output of the battery. The
Power Plant Controller also sends setpoints to the battery and the PV inverters.
The block diagram of the plant model is shown in figure 2.2. The model includes a battery model,
and an equivalent PV power generator that represents the PV arrays and the PV inverters. It takes into
account the sending and measurement delays, with a communication delay τcom. The measured SOC,
battery power, PCC power and PV power are sent to the PPC that sents the appropriate setpoints to the
battery and the PV generator.
2.1.2 Battery model
The battery model is shown in figure 2.3. Pbat denotes the power generated by the battery. It is positive if
the battery is delivering power, and negative if the battery is absorbing power. P∗bat is the setpoint sent to
the battery. Cbat−nom [kWh] is the nameplate capacity of the battery, and ηbat its efficiency. The dynamics
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Figure 2.1: Scheme of a hybrid battery/PV plant.
of the battery and its associated inverter can be modeled as a first-order function 11+τbat s [13]. Moreover,
the power delivered or absorbed by the battery cannot exceed given values Pbat−max and Pbat−min. The
state of charge (SOC) of the battery, which is a normalized value between 0 and 1, is calculated by
integrating Pbat(t) (taking account of the battery efficiency) and dividing it by the nameplate capacity.
The definition of SOC implies:
Pbat−max =
{
Pbat−nom if SOC > 0
0 if SOC = 0 (empty battery)
(2.1)
Pbat−min =
{ −Pbat−nom if SOC < 1
0 if SOC = 1 (full battery)
(2.2)
where Pbat−nom is the nameplate capacity of the battery.
2.1.3 PV generator model
The PV generator (PV arrays and inverters) model is shown in figure 2.4. It is an aggregated model, as
all the PV modules and their associated inverters are modeled by a single generator.
If Pplant is the nameplate power of the plant and Ptot the active power setpoint, α = PtotPplant is the per
unit setpoint. This single setpoint α will be sent to each inverter, and the power setpoint for the inverter
i will then be given by P∗pv,i = αPnom,i, where Pnom,i denotes the nameplate power of the inverter i. The
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Figure 2.2: Hybrid battery/PV plant model.
Figure 2.3: Battery model.
dynamics of this equivalent PV generator can be modeled by a first-order function 11+τpvs . The PV power
Ppv is saturated by the available PV power Ppv−av.
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Figure 2.4: PV generator model.
2.2 Ramp rate controller
2.2.1 Justification
Some grid codes [9] require PV plants to limit by a ramp rate the variations of the power delivered by the
plant to the grid at the point of common coupling (PCC), Ppcc(t). The controller presented in this work
allows a direct control of the ramp rate, oion contrast to mainly used techniques to soften the variations
of Ppcc(t), such as filtering or moving averages. Indeed, the advantage of a direct ramp rate control is that
the battery operates only when it is strictly necessary, and as a result the battery energy flow is reduced
in comparison to other control strategies [12].
2.2.2 Description and presentation
The time window Tw used in the ramp rate control is usually imposed by the TSO. The value Tw = 2 s
will be taken in the rest of this thesis. The principle of the ramp rate controller is the following: Every
sampling time Ts, the values of Ppv(t) and Ppcc(t−Tw) are compared.
• If the PV power Ppv increases too fast, the battery will absorb the excess of power (Pbat < 0) so
that Ppcc(t) complies to the maximum ramp rate.
• Conversely, if the PV power Ppv decreases too fast, the battery will deliver the lack of power
(Pbat > 0) so that Ppcc(t) complies to the minimum ramp rate.
• If the power variation Ppv(t)−Ppcc(t−Tw) is within the ramp rate limitation, the battery will not
be solicited (Pbat = 0).
This principle is summed up in Figure 2.5.
The equations that define the next battery setpoint, according to this principle, are given by:
P∗bat(t) =

∆Pmin+Ppcc(t−Tw)−Ppv(t) if Ppv(t)−Ppcc(t−Tw)< ∆Pmin
∆Pmax+Ppcc(t−Tw)−Ppv(t) if Ppv(t)−Ppcc(t−Tw)> ∆Pmax
0 otherwise
(2.3)
In these expressions, ∆Pmin and ∆Pmax are respectively the minimum and the maximum allowed power
variation over a time Tw. They can be expressed as:
∆Pmin =
RRmin
100
Pplant
Tw
60
(2.4)
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∆Pmax =
RRmax
100
Pplant
Tw
60
(2.5)
where RRmin and RRmax are expressed as percentages per minute, e.g. RRmin = −10%/min and
RRmax =−10%/min. Tw60 is the value of Tw in minutes. These limit ramp rates mean that the power cannot
increase (or decrease) faster than 10% of the nameplate power plant every minute. With Pplant = 9.4MW
(Vanju-Mare PV plant) and Tw = 2 s we find ∆Pmin =−31.33 kW, ∆Pmax = 31.33 kW.
2.2.3 Illustration of the effect of the ramp rate limitation
Note that in this paragraph, the plant model used is an ideal one and not the model previously presented
in this chapter: in particular, the battery is "infinite" (there is no maximum nor minimum battery power,
and the capacity is not limited), and the dynamics of the various plant elements are not taken into ac-
count. The results with the whole plant model will be presented in Chapters 3 (simulations with Simulink)
and 4 (emulation on the scaled microgrid platform).
The aim of this paragraph is to illustrate on a simple example the principle of the ramp rate limita-
tion. The next figures present the results of the ramp rate limitation over a given PV profile. This PV
power profile has a sampling time of 1 second and lasts for 2000 seconds (approximately 34 minutes).
As it corresponds to a morning with high meteorological variability, the PV power profile presents rapid
variations.
Figure 2.6 presents the PV power profile Ppv−available(t) (blue line) along with the results of the ramp
rate limitation, namely the battery power Pbat(t) (cyan line) and the power injected into the grid Ppcc(t)
(red line). The sampling time is Ts = 1 s and the "time window" Tw defined in equations 2.3 is Tw = 2 s.
The plant nameplate power is Pplant = 9400 kW, and the ramp rate limit is 10%/minute of the plant
power, that is, a maximum variation of 940 kW/min, or 31.33 kW over every interval of 2 seconds.
For more clarity, figure 2.7 shows the quantity (blue line) Ppv(t)−Ppcc(t−Tw) that is compared to
∆Pmin and to ∆Pmax to carry out the ramp rate limitation. The critical values are represented with dashed
horizontal red lines. When this quantity is greater than ∆Pmax this is a "ramp-up" event and the battery
will absorb power; conversely, when this quantity is lower than ∆Pmin this is a "ramp-down" event and
the battery will provide power.
Another way of quantifying the changes implied by the ramp rate limitation is to plot the evolution
of the ramp rate over time, and its statistical distribution, before and after the application of the ramp rate
limitation. The results are presented in Figure 2.8. Clearly, over the chosen sample, the PV power has
variations exceeding the limit during a non-negligible part of the experience. The "natural" ramp rate
calculated with Ppv(t)−Ppv(t−Tw) exceeds the limits of ±10%/min a lot a times, as it can be observed
on the histogram in Figure 2.8b.
Conversely, after application of the ramp rate limitation, the ramp rate always lie between the chosen
limits ±10%/min, and as it can be observed on the histogram in Figure 2.8d, most of the excessively
high ramp rates have been brought down to +10%/min, and similarly the excessively low ramp rates
have been brought up to −10%/min. Looking back at Figure 2.6 one can clearly see during which peri-
ods of time the ramp rate was equal to its extreme values.
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Note that this is an ideal case, because the battery dynamics are not taken into account, and neither
are the sending and measurement delays. This was just to illustrate the idea of ramp rate limitation. More
realistic simulations will be carried out later in this work.
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(a) Illustrated principle of the ramp rate control [14].
(b) Block diagram of the ramp rate controller.
Figure 2.5: Principle of the ramp rate limitation on Ppcc(t).
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Figure 2.6: Effect of a ramp rate limitation of 10%/minute of the nameplate plant power. In this case
Pplant = 9400 kW therefore the limit ramp rate is 940 kW/min.
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Figure 2.7: Plot of the quantity Ppv(t)−Ppcc(t−Tw) that is evaluated to carry out the ramp rate limitation.
The red lines indicate the limit values ∆Pmax and ∆Pmin.
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(a) "Natural" ramp rate calculated from the PV profile.
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(b) Distribution of the "natural" ramp rate.
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(c) "Final" ramp rate after application of the ramp rate limitation.
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(d) Distribution of the "final" ramp rate.
Figure 2.8: Comparison of the ramp rates (evolution with time, and statistical distribution) without the
ramp rate limitation (2.8a, 2.8b) and with the ramp rate limitation (2.8c, 2.8d).
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2.3 SOC control
Justification
Energy storage systems such as flywheels and supercapacitors have a long cycle-life (typically 100 000
cycles) and a relatively high Power:Energy ratio, i.e. the speed at which they absorb or release energy is
relatively high in regard to their energy capacity. Therefore, systems such as flywheels and supercapac-
itors perform fast charge/discharge cycles, and their state of charge (SOC) will often be close to 0 or to
100%.
Conversely, batteries have a lower Power:Energy ratio and a lower cycle-life. Therefore, to maximize its
life duration, it is a better strategy not to perform entire cycles with a battery and to make it operate most
of the time at a SOC between 40% and 60% [14].
Description and presentation
As written above, to preserve the lifespan of the battery it is preferable to make it operate with a SOC
around 50% at all time, typically between 0.4 and 0.6. In this paragraph is defined a setpoint that fulfills
this condition. If the PV power is high, ramp-down events are more likely to occur, and therefore it is
likely that the battery will be solicited to inject power into the grid (Pbat > 0). Therefore the SOC should
be high when the PV power is high, so that the battery can inject power. Conversely, the SOC should be
low when the PV power is low, so that the battery can absorb power (Pbat < 0) during ramp-up events.
The SOC setpoint will be defined by a simple linear function:
SOC∗(t) = 0.4+
(0.6−0.4)Ppv(t)
Pplant
(2.6)
The ramp rate control on Pbat(t) presented in section 2.2 is improved in order to control the SOC. To
do so, a proportional corrector is used, calculating an error e(t):
e(t) = KSOC(SOC(t)−SOC∗(t)) (2.7)
This error is the difference between the actual (measured) SOC and the SOC setpoint, that was
defined above, multiplied by a gain KSOC. The smaller the value of the gain KSOC, the smaller is the
influence of the proportional controller. It means that if KSOC is too small, the SOC will not be effectively
bounded in the interval 0.4-0.6 as requested. Conversely, if KSOC is very high, the SOC will be easily
bounded in the interval 0.4-0.6, but it will also imply that the error e(t) will be larger, affecting the
input of the ramp rate limiter and therefore affecting the effectiveness of the ramp rate limitation. As a
result, several values of KSOC should be tried in order to tune the proportional controller and find a good
equilibrium between effectively bounding the SOC to the interval 0.4-0.6 on one hand, and not perturbate
the ramp rate limitation too much on the other hand. Figure 2.9 shows the modified block diagram of the
control, including this proportional controller.
Equations 2.3 are then modified into:
P∗bat(t) =

∆Pmin+Ppcc(t−Tw)−Ppv(t) if Ppv(t)−Ppcc(t−Tw)− e(t)< ∆Pmin
∆Pmax+Ppcc(t−Tw)−Ppv(t) if Ppv(t)−Ppcc(t−Tw)− e(t)> ∆Pmax
−e(t) otherwise
(2.8)
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Figure 2.9: Principle of the control, with a filter on Ppcc−meas(t) and a proportional controller on the SOC.
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Chapter 3
Simulations with Simulink
Before starting to carry out emulations on the emulation platform, a necessary step was to test the plant
model and the PPC algorithm using a dynamic simulation software. The software chosen to do so was
Simulink.
Simulink is a block diagram environment for multidomain simulation and Model-Based Design. It
supports simulation, automatic code generation, and continuous test and verification of embedded sys-
tems. Simulink provides a graphical editor, customizable block libraries, and solvers for modeling and
simulating dynamic systems. It is integrated with MATLAB, allowing to incorporate MATLAB algo-
rithms into models and export simulation results to MATLAB for further analysis [15].
3.1 Response to a step event
The aim of the ramp rate limitation is to soften the rapid variations of PV power. Therefore, in this
section is studied the response of the ramp rate limiter to a very fast variation of PV power. A typical
sudden event can be modeled by a step function.
3.1.1 Methodology
Initially, the battery has a state of charge SOC = 0.5, and the PV power is constant Ppv = 6 MW. At
t0 = 299.8 s, the available PV power goes instantly down from 6 MW to 5.5 MW (step profile) The value
of t0 was chosen high enough to avoid any initialization issue, and such that the step does not occur at a
sampling time. The measurement delays and the control sending delays are τcom = 20 ms.
For the data to be properly measured, the time window Tw must be an integer multiple of Ts, i.e. Tw = nTs
with n a positive integer.
In this event, the power PPCC has to decrease from 6000 to 5500kW. Therefore, if it decreases at the
minimum ramp rate rate RRmin =−10%/min, the duration of the ramp-down event should be equal to:
Tramp ≈ (5500−6000)Tw∆Pmin = 31.91 s (3.1)
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3.1.2 Influence of the sampling time Ts
First will be studied the influence of the ratio n = Tw/Ts, without changing the dynamics of the battery
(characteristic time τbat = 0.100s).
Simulation 1 : n = 1, Tw = Ts = 2s. The results are presented in Figure 3.1 (blue solid line: PV
power; red solid line: power measured at the PCC; green dashed line: power measured at the PCC 2
seconds before; blue dashed line: ramp rate limitation).
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(a) Results of simulation 1: PV power and power delivered at the PCC (top) and power delivered by the battery
(bottom).
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(b) Zoom on the above graph.
Figure 3.1: Results of simulation 1.
Every 2 seconds, the value of Ppv(t) is compared to Ppcc(t−Tw). At time t = 300s (i.e. the first sam-
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ple after the step), the current value of PPV is already 5500 kW, while the previous value of Ppcc is 6000
kW. Therefore, to soften this sudden step-down event and restrict the power to the ramp rate limitation,
the battery will inject power, therefore increasing Ppcc. The battery injects power within a characteristic
time τbat = 100ms.
Then, the green curve (value of Ppcc 2 seconds before) remains at the value 6000 kW for a duration
Tw = 2s. At t = 302s the same phenomenon than 2 seconds before occur, and the battery stops injecting
power: Ppcc(t) goes down again for the duration of one sample, before going up again for a duration Tw.
Therefore, oscillations can be observed in Ppcc(t). The amplitude of these oscillations linearly de-
crease over time, controlled by the ramp rate limitation imposed on Ppcc(t). Such oscillations can be
described as a succession of "down" and "up" events. The duration of a "down" event is equal to the
sampling time Ts, and the duration of a "up" event is Tw. Therefore, the oscillation period is here equal
to Tw+Ts = 4s.
The other noticeable phenomenon in the results of this simulation is that the ramp-down event is
finally 2 times slower than expected, with a duration of approximately 64s, while the expected duration
given by equation 3.1 is approximately 32 seconds. This is confirmed by the fact that the "limit line" on
the graph does not match the ramp-down curve.
This delay is due to the fact that the power is supposed to decrease of 15.67 kW per second, but
it actually does it only during the "up" events, which represent a fraction TwTs+Tw = 50% of the time.
Therefore the ramp rate has to be corrected to take account of this delay:
RR′max =
Ts+Tw
Tw
RRmax = 2RRmax = 20%/min (3.2)
Simulation 2
Simulation 2: n = 4, Tw = 2 s, Ts = 500 ms. The results are presented in Figure 3.2 (same quantities and
colors than in Figure 3.1).
The same oscillation phenomenon than in the previous simulation can be observed. This second
simulation confirms that the duration of the "down" events is one sample Ts (except for the first one),
while the "up" events last for a time window Tw, therefore the oscillation period is given by Ts+Tw (2.5
seconds in this simulation).
Once again, the ramp-down event is longer than expected, and the ratio between the expected duration
(about 31.9 seconds) and the actual duration is once again equal to Ts+TwTw = 2.5/2 = 1.25. Therefore the
ramp rate has to be corrected to take account of this delay:
RR′max =
Ts+Tw
Tw
RRmax = 1.25RRmax = 12.5%/min (3.3)
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Simulation 3
Simulation 3: n= 10, Tw = 2 s, Ts = 200 ms. The results are presented in Figure 3.3 (same quantities and
colors than in Figure 3.1). The oscillation phenomenon has the same behaviour than in the two previous
simulations: "down" events with a duration Ts = 200 ms and "up" events with duration Tw = 2 s. Once
again, the ramp-down event is longer than expected, and the ratio between the expected duration (about
31.9 seconds) and the actual duration is once again equal to Ts+TwTw = 2.2/2 = 1.1. Therefore the ramp
rate has to be corrected to take account of this delay:
RR′max =
Ts+Tw
Tw
RRmax = 1.1RRmax = 11%/min (3.4)
3.1.3 Correcting the ramp rate limitation
As it was noticed before, a simple way of dealing with the delays caused by this oscillation phenomenon
is to multiply the maximum and the minimum ramp rate by the Ts+TwTw , because the oscillation period is
given by Ts +Tw instead of the expected value Tw. The results of the corrected versions of simulations
1, 2 and 3 are presented in Figure 3.4. These corrected versions of these simulations comply with the
minimum ramp rate and have the correct duration (about 31 seconds, see equation 3.1).
3.1.4 Influence of battery dynamics τbat
Simulation 3 (the corrected version that comply with the limit ramp rate) is carried out another time, but
with faster battery dynamics: τbat = 50ms instead of τbat = 100ms. Results are presented in Figure 3.5.
By comparing Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.4c, it can be observed that the only change implied by the
different value of τbat is that Pbat(t) and Ppcc(t) reach their maximal value faster during the "up" events
(but the total duration of these events is still the same, Ts). Consequently, having a battery with slower or
faster dynamics will not influence this oscillation phenomenon.
3.1.5 Filtering oscillations
Is has been shown that whatever is the value of the ratio Tw/Ts, and taking into account the battery dy-
namics τbat , Ppcc(t) and Pbat(t) will oscillate. In order to avoid these oscillations, a solution is to apply
a low-pass filter on PPCC(t). The time constant Td of this filter should be greater than Ts +Tw, so that
the oscillations can be correctly filtered. Setting Td = Ts +Tw, simulation 3 is carried out again with a
first-order filter of time constant Td on Ppcc−meas(t).
The principle of the ramp rate limitation, with mention of the filter, is shown in Figure 3.6.
The results are presented in figure 3.7a. Only the first "down" event and the beginning of the second
one remain, while all the next oscillations have been correctly removed. Ppcc(t) now decreases following
a ramp rate. But once again, it seems that the power variation is not limited by the expected ramp rate.
This is due to the fact that the filtering delays the signal and therefore slows down the power decrease.
Therefore the ramp rate should be corrected a second time, by replacing Tw + Ts by Tw + Ts + Td =
2(Tw+Ts) in equation 3.4. The results of the simulation after applying this corrected limit ramp rate are
shown in figure 3.7b.
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(a) Results of simulation 2: PV power and power delivered at the PCC (top) and power delivered by the battery
(bottom).
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(b) Zoom on the above graph.
Figure 3.2: Results of simulation 2.
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(a) Results of simulation 3: PV power and power delivered at the PCC (top) and power delivered by the
battery (bottom).
(b) Zoom on the above graph.
Figure 3.3: Results of simulation 3.
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(a) Results of corrected simulation 1.
(b) Results of corrected simulation 2.
(c) Results of corrected simulation 3.
Figure 3.4: Results of corrected simulations 1, 2 and 3.
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Figure 3.5: Results of simulation 3 with different battery dynamics (τbat = 50 ms instead of τbat =
100 ms).
Figure 3.6: Principle of the ramp rate control, with a filter on Ppcc−meas(t).
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(a) Results of simulation 3 with a filter that has a time constant Td = Tw +Ts = 2.2 s.
(b) Results of simulation 3 with a filter that has a time constant Td = Tw +Ts = 2.2 s, and correcting
the ramp rate again.
Figure 3.7: Results of simulation 3 with a filter on Ppcc−meas(t).
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3.2 SOC control implementation; response to a real PV profile
Figure 3.8 shows the results obtained during a Simulink simulation over 30 minutes, with the following
elements:
• Ramp rate control on Ppcc(t) (see section 2.2);
• Filter on Ppcc−meas(t) to avoid undesirable power oscillations (see section 3.1.5);
• Proportional controller on SOC(t) with a gain KSOC = 1000 (see equation 2.7).
By observing the SOC curve (bottom graph in Figure 3.8), one can see that the SOC is almost always
between the chosen bounds (0.4 and 0.6), which means that the value KSOC = 1000 for the gain of the
proportional controller is adapted to the model.
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Figure 3.8: Results of the PPC algorithm simulation over 30 minutes.
Figure 3.9 shows the evolution of the final ramp rate with time, and also the statistical distribution of
this quantity. One can see that, although the ramp rate control is quite efficient, on the contrary to Figure
2.8 that showed the result in the ideal case, the final ramp rate is not always between the fixed bounds
±10%/min of the nameplate plant power. This difference between the ideal case and the real case is
essentially due to the following factors:
• The battery and the PV dynamics make them not apply immediately the setpoints they receive;
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• There are measurements and sending delays;
• The battery has a maximum absorbing/delivering power. One can see on the top graph in Figure 3.8
that the battery power (orange curve) reached its maximum and its minimum value (±1000 MW)
several times during the experiment.
• The SOC proportional controller affects the ramp rate limitation (see equations 2.8).
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(a) Evolution of the ramp rate with time.
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Figure 3.9: Final ramp rate after application of the PPC algorithm: evolution with time and statistical
distribution.
3.3 Conclusion
Carrying out simulations in Simulink was helpful to validate the plant model and the PPC algorithm.
Moreover, it allowed to anticipate an intrinsic issue of the algorithm (the power oscillations observed in
section 3.1) and to propose a solution for this problem (the filter considered in paragraph 3.1.5). It also
allowed to test the SOC proportional controller, and to provide an insight of what would be the result of
the PPC algorithm on a real, non-ideal hybrid PV-battery power plant. Even though the ramp rate and
the battery SOC are not always between the fixed bounds (±10%/min of the nameplate plant power for
the ramp rate, 0.4−0.6 for the SOC), they most often comply to these limits, which means that the PPC
algorithm is efficient.
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Chapter 4
Implementing the PPC on a scaled
emulation platform
The PPC algorithm developed in this work was tested on a scaled platform that emulates the behavior of
a real hybrid PV-battery power plant.
4.1 The approach of emulation in the energy research sector
Emulation consists in using devices called emulators, that imitate the behavior and the dynamics of real
power devices, such as:
• power sources: PV panels, wind turbines, etc.
• storage devices: batteries, flywheels, fuel cells, electric vehicles, etc.
• DC or AC loads.
Note that any emulator require the use of a power source. Indeed, an emulator that would emulate a PV
panel needs to actually produce power as if it was a PV panel, and therefore requires a power source
to produce this power: for instance a diesel generator, or the external grid can serve as a power supply.
Conversely, an emulator emulating a load needs to be able to actually consume power as if it was a real
load. A battery emulator should be able to both produce and consume power, as would do a real battery.
An emulator has two layers, a software layer and a hardware layer. The conditions of the experiment
are imposed by the user (for instance, weather conditions or load consumption profile), and the software
layer computes the system variables that the real system would show under the same conditions, whereas
the hardware layer imposes to the system the calculated variables by means of mechanical, electric or
electronic devices.
For instance, in the case of a PV panel emulator, the user can input an irradiance profile and the software
layer will calculate the active power generation based on the real DC voltage measurement. Then, the
role of the hardware layer is to actually produce this active power at the terminals of the PV panel emu-
lator, using the power source of the emulator (diesel generator for instance).
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The paper [16] carries out a comprehensive review of the existing emulators in the energy sector, and
provides a detailed state of the art of the emulation in the literature.
4.2 Presentation of the emulation platform
The CITCEA-UPC emulation platform consists of the following elements:
• a PV panel emulator;
• a battery emulator;
• an inverter for the PV panel emulator;
• an inverter for the battery emulator;
• a load emulator (that was not used in this work);
• a diesel emulator;
• a communication system using Ethernet cables;
• a computer to control the platform, collect the measurements and send the appropriate setpoints.
It can be called more formally a SCADA device (SCADA = "Supervisory control and data acqui-
sition").
Figure 4.1: Microgrid photo. SCADA = "Supervisory control and data acquisition".
The microgrid general scheme is shown in Figure 4.2. The platform can be either connected or
disconnected to the grid. The nameplate power of the PV panel emulator is 1800 W, therefore the PV
power profiles passed to this emulator had to be scaled down to be consistent with this value. To carry
out this scale-down, the arbitrary choice that was made was to decide that the maximum value of the PV
profile passed to the PV panel emulator was exactly 1800 W.
During this work, only the PV panel emulator, the battery emulator and their two associated inverters
were used (and obviously the diesel generator to provide power). The rest of the platform was not used.
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Figure 4.2: Microgrid emulator scheme. SCADA = "Supervisory control and data acquisition", PPC =
"Power Plant Controller".
4.3 Implementation of the PPC algorithm on the emulation platform
To interact with the emulation platform, a MATLAB real-time routine was used. A real-time routine
consists in receiving data and sending data through the modbus network of the microgrid at regular
intervals of time, namely Ts = 0.2 s in this case. The principle of the use of the platform to implement
the Ramp Rate Control through a MATLAB real-time routine is presented in the flowchart of Figure 4.3.
All of the operations presented in this flowchart are carried out every Ts = 0.2 s.
4.4 Ramp rate control testing
The same PV profile that the one used during the simulations was used. However it was scaled down
to match the nameplate power of the PV emulator, that is 1800 W. The results of the emulation are
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart describing the MATLAB real-time routine interacting with the emulation platform
for applying the ramp rate limitation.
presented in Figure 4.4.
By observing the curves, it is clear that the ramp-up events are correctly treated. In particular the
two first ramp-up events happening between times 200 and 500 seconds are perfectly treated by the PPC
algorithm. However, the ramp-down events are not treated very correctly by the algorithm. For instance,
one can see that during the ramp-down event starting at time 500 seconds, the power sent to the grid
(green curve) starts decreasing at the limit ramp rate, but then the decreasing slows down around time
700 seconds. This is probably due to the filter.
After time 1000 seconds, several small down-events in the photovoltaic power (blue curve) occur,
and one can notice during these events the battery provides power so that the final power Ppcc(t) remains
almost constant. This was unexpected but it is a good thing for the grid because it means that the pro-
vided power is very stable, almost "flat", during these short down-events. It probably happened because
of a too intense filtering of Ppcc(t).
As for what happens after time 1800, however, it has no rational reason to happen. One can see that
the PV power is more or less stable after this event but the battery power keeps on increasing, and as a
result the PCC power remains significantly higher than the PV power.
Figure 4.5 shows, as usual, both for the "natural" ramp rate and the "final" ramp rate after application
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Figure 4.4: Results of the PPC algorithm emulation over 30 minutes.
of the PPC algorithm, the evolution with time and the statistical distribution. The final ramp rate distri-
bution is indeed less extended that the initial ramp rate distribution, but the results are less conclusive
than with the simulations in Simulink. This is due to several factors:
• The platform is not calibrated perfectly, there are some losses in the converters. For instance, when
a setpoint P∗bat = 0 W is sent to the battery, most of the time the battery will not produce 0 W but
10 or 15 W. Moreover, the power that will be produced by the battery for a given setpoint is not
always the same, which makes calibration difficult.
• Since the nameplate power of the PV panel emulator is Pnom = 1800 W, the maximum ramp rate
is 180 W/min i.e. 6 W every 2 seconds. This is problematic because 6 W is a value which has the
same order of magnitude that the "noise", i.e. the fluctuations that can be observed in the power
produced by the battery and the PV emulator. This means that the noise itself can trigger the ramp
rate limitation, which has obvious consequences on the control efficiency.
• The discrete low-pass filter was difficult to implement because it tends to slow-down the varia-
tions if the filter time constant is too high. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 4.6. A step
signal with noise was filtered for several time constant values, and then was applied the ramp rate
limitation. For the higher values of the time constant (for instance Td = 500 s, light green curve),
one can observe that although the noise is more efficiently filtered, the step is transformed into
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a decreasing exponential function. As a result, after a certain time, the slope of the exponential
becomes smaller than the limit slope, which means that the signal no longer follows the maximal
allowed slope. As a result the decreasing of the signal is delayed. This is probably what happened
during the emulations, which explains that the signal was always very late to the septpoint and did
not have the time to "follow" the short events. But less filtering would have meant not being able
to get rid of the noise.
An emulation was carried out with a PV step power profile, and the results (presented in Figure
4.7), confirm that this phenomenon is at stake. Indeed, one can see that the first observations
are soon filtered (it was the same during the Simulink simulations), but on the contrary of what
happened during the simulations, the slope of the curves tends not remain constant but to go down,
following a decreasing exponential instead of following a straight line.
4.5 SOC control testing
Due to the battery emulator configuration, there is a minimum battery capacity. This minimum capacity
is too large in comparison to the required power. As a result, the current platform is not adequate for
testing the SOC control.
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(a) "Natural" ramp rate calculated from the PV profile.
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(b) Distribution of the "natural" ramp rate.
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(c) "Final" ramp rate after application of the ramp rate limitation.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the ramp rates (evolution with time, and statistical distribution) without the
ramp rate limitation (4.5a, 4.5b) and with the ramp rate limitation (4.5c, 4.5d).
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Figure 4.7: Emulation results with a step PV power profile.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
By the means of simulations in Simulink, the PPC algorithm presented in this work is proven to be ef-
ficient and to provide a proper ramp rate limitation, and to properly control the battery state of charge
in order not to carry out too deep battery cycles. The ramp rate limitation is also tested on the scaled
microgrid emulation platform, and is proven to limit the instantaneous ramp rate, but not enough to
comply with the grid codes requirements. The potential reasons for these ambivalent results were ex-
plained in section 4.4. The power oscillations produced by the ramp rate controller have been identified
and characterized. Thanks to this analysis, a solution based on filtering has been proposed showing its
efectiveness.
Future works:
• Solve the filtering issues that slow down the ramp rate;
• Find a solution so that the maximum/minimum power over a time window Tw is not as small as the
"noise" of the emulator.
• Once the two previous points are solved, add the SOC control to the code interacting with the
platform.
• Add other functionalities such as power curtailment, reactive power control, voltage/frequency
regulation, etc.
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Appendix A: Budget
Material Unit cost
(e)
Number of
units
Total cost
(e)
ASUS N751-JK laptop 1700 0.1 170
Desktop PC (at home) + screen 700 0.1 70
MATLAB+Simulink student
license
70 1 70
Materials subtotal 310
Labour: 16 weeks x 5 days/week x 5 hours/day = 400 hours, charged 30eeach, which leads to a labour
subtotal of 12 000e.
Designation Rate Total cost (e)
Materials subtotal 310
Labour subtotal 12 000
Subtotal 12 310
Operational costs 10% of the subtotal 1 231
Total without taxes 13 541
Taxes 21% 2 843.61
Total, taxes included 16 384.61
This budget is valid for a period of 3 months following its publication.
Publication date: June 21st, 2017
Signature: Robin Bourgeon
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Appendix B: Environmental impact
This project had no direct environmental impact, except the electricity consumption of the computers and
of the emulation platform. However, a power plant control algorithm is useful to facilitate the integration
of photovoltaic plants to the grid. As a result, the application of this algorithm at a utility scale should
increase the renewables share in the energy mix, and therefore reduce the use of conventional power
sources, including CO2-emitting sources such as coal and gas power plants, and also nuclear power.
